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Abstract 
The law of the iterated logarithm for canonical or completely degenerate U-statistics with 
square integrable kernel h is proved, for h taking values in R, R a and, in general, in a type 
2 separable Banach space. The LIL is also obtained for U-processes indexed by canonical 
Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions with square integrable envelope and, in this regard, an 
equicontinuity condition equivalent to the LIL property is quite helpful. Some of these results 
are then applied to obtain the a.s. exact order of the remainder term in the linearization of the 
product limit estimator for truncated ata; a consequence for density estimation is also 
included. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Xi ,  i ~ N, be i.i.d, random variables with values in a measurable space (S, 5 e) 
and common law P, and let ~ be a collection of measurable functions h : S m ~ E. The 
U-process of order m indexed by ~ is defined, for every n e N, as 
V,(h) . -  (n - m)____~w. Y~ h(X, . . . . .  , X,.), h ~ ~,  (1.1) 
n! (i~ . . . . .  i . )~l~ 
where 1~, = {(il . . . . .  ira): ij ~ n and ij :A i, i f j  :/: r}. The function h is P - canonical or 
completely degenerate with respect o P if h ~ La(P) and Sh(xl . . . . .  x,,) dP(xi) = 0 for 
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all 1 ~< i ~ m. We say the process (1.1) is P-canonica l  if all the functions h e ~ are 
P-canonical. Let B be a separable Banach space and let h:S '~ B be a measurable 
function; then, the B-valued U-statistic based on h is also defined by Eq. (1.1) for 
a single function, and is called P-canonical if h is (integrals are taken in the sense of 
Bochner). B-valued U-statistics are particular cases of U-processes but it is convenient 
to treat them separately. Of course, the case B = R is the most important. By 
Hoeffding's decomposition, all centered U-processes and B-valued U-statistics are 
linear combinations of P-canon ica l  ones (note that the centered empirical process is 
a canonical U-process of order 1). 
U-processes appear in statistics in many different instances, e.g. as unbiased es- 
timators of the functional {P'h: h E ~,~} or as the components ofhigher order terms in 
von Mises expansions. In particular, U-statistics play a role in the analysis of 
estimators (including function estimators) with varying degrees of smoothness. For 
example, Stute (1993) applies a.s. uniform bounds for P-canonical U-processes to the 
analysis of the product limit estimator for truncated ata. 
In this paper we study the law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for P-canonical 
U-processes and B-valued U-statistics under certain conditions on ~tf and B. Partial sum 
U-processes are also briefly considered. The results apply, via Hoeffding's decomposition, 
to the LIL for U-processes and B-valued U-statistics of any degree of degeneracy. 
To the best of our knowledge, the present situation of the LIL problem for U- 
statistics and processes i  as follows. The LIL for non-degenerate U-statistics and 
processes reduces to the LIL for sums of independent random variables or empirical 
processes as long as the remaining terms in the Hoeffding expansion are a.s. of lower 
order than the linear term; in this way Serfling (1971) proved the LIL for real valued 
non-degenerate U-statistics with Eh 2 < Go, Arcones and Gin6 (1991) proved the LIL 
for U-processes over uniformly bounded VC classes of functions (a concept o be 
defined below), and Arcones (1993) extended its validity to VC classes of functions 
with envelope in L2, as well as to classes of functions atisfying a bracketing condition. 
The LIL for degenerate r al valued U-statistics of degree m -- 2 and kernel h in L 2 has 
been obtained by Dehling (1989a), who also obtained the complete LIL for general 
m and P-canonical h in L 2 +~ (Dehling, 1989b). Dehling, et al. (1984, 1986) obtained the 
bounded LIL for Hilbert space valued, P-canonical h satisfying E [[ h [[2+t~ 00. Stute 
(1994) contains ome a.s. bounds for the non-linear part of the Hoeffding expansion of 
the U-process indexed by W = {h(xx, X2) Ix, ~< tl,x2 ~< t2: tx, t2 6 ~} which fall short of 
a bounded LIL. Teicher (1995) proves the LIL for kernels of the form 
h(x l  . . . . .  x , )  = x l  ... Xm, for any m, assuming only EX = O, EX  2 < Go. 
Since we are not aware of an LIL for real-valued P-canonical U-statistics based on 
square integrable kernels for m > 2, we give it in this paper (actually, we give it directly 
for multivariate U-statistics). In the infinite dimensional case, we prove the LIL for 
canonical U-processes indexed by VC classes oct" with square integrable nvelope as 
well as for B-valued U-statistics with Eli h It 2 < Go if B is of type 2. These results, 
which are new even in R for m > 2, contain and/or improve upon the results 
mentioned in the last paragraph for canonical U-statistics and processes. On the 
other hand, our results are but a first step when compared with the state of the art for 
sums of i.i.d, random variables and empirical processes. 
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We remark that, in our setting, the proof of the LIL for real valued kernels and for 
B-valued kernels, B of type 2, requires basically the same amount of work (formally, 
the only diference consists in replacing absolute value by norm). 
In order to prove the compact LIL for U-processes, we derive first a general 
necessary and sufficient condition for the LIL which consists of an equicontinuity 
condition on the LIL sequence with respect o the norm defined by the limit set; this 
may be of independent interest since it provides a convenient framework for further 
work on the subject. 
Finally, as an application of some of these results, we analyze a hazard function 
estimator and the product limit estimator for truncated ata in the framework of Stute 
(1993), which goes back to Woodroofe (1985). We obtain the exact uniform a.s. bound 
for the error terms in the linearization of these two estimators under slightly more 
integrability than in Stute (1993). We also show how this result, as well as some of the 
lemmas in Section 2, can be applied to density estimation when the data are left truncated. 
The methods we use to prove the LIL are quite different from those employed by 
previous authors. While the LIL in Dehling et al. (1986) and the a.s. bounds in Stute 
(1994) are obtained from martingale results, our main computations leading to the 
bounded LIL for VC classes or for type 2 Banach spaces are more specific to 
U-processes in that they use, via decoupling and randomization, the integrability 
properties of Rademacher chaos and either chaining (for processes) or the type 
2 inequality. Aside from the use of these tools, our proof of the bounded LIL follows 
patterns that go back to Pisier (1975-76, 1976). The moment inequality giving the 
bounded LIL also gives, by simple function approximation, compactness of the LIL 
sequence in type 2 spaces. For processes, however, the proof of compactness requires 
the above mentioned equicontinuity condition. The identification of the limit set 
follows from Strassen's LIL in R a, as observed by Dehling, by reduction to simpler 
statistics (in our case, statistics with kernels of the form ~b (x l ) ' "  tp (x,) and application 
of Newton's identities). 
We recall the definition of type 2 Banach spaces and describe also what we mean for 
a class of functions ~ to be VC. A Banach space B is of type 2 if there is a constant 
C such that 
2 Xi 2 
E ~. eixi ~ C E (1.2) 
for any set of points xleB, where ei, i e~,  are i.i.d. Rademacher i.e, 
P{ei = 1} -- P{el = - 1} = 1/2. Hilbert space, as well as the Lp spaces (ofany measure 
space), p ~ 2, are of type 2. See e.g. Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, and references 
therein, for a description of such spaces. 
Next we define VC classes of functions as an adaptation to our needs of the 
definition of Euclidean classes in Nolan and Pollard (1987). To this end let us first 
recall that the e-covering number of a metric or pseudo-metric space (T, d), N(T, d, e), 
e ~> 0, is defined as the minimum of the cardinalities of the coverings of T by d-balls of 
radius not exceeding e,with centers in T. Let ~ be a class of real measurable functions 
defined on a measurable space (V ,~)  and let En(v):=sup{Ih(v)l: h e~}.  An 
everywhere finite measurable function H on (V, ~) ,  is an envelope for ~ if 
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H(v) >1 En(v) for all v E V (note that ~ may admit no envelopes). Let ~ admit the 
envelope H, and let ~ be a real positive number. Then, we say that aug is a Vap- 
nik-Cervonenkis class of functions for H and ~ or that oeg is VC(H, ~) if there exists 
a Lebesgue integrable function 2: [0, ~)  ~ [0, ~)  such that 
[log N(~,  II " I IL2~),  "c( I jH2) l /2)]  ~/2 ~ ~(~), ~" E ~+, (1.3) 
for all probability measures/~ such that /~H 2 := S H2d/2 < oo. In fact, we will take 
(V, "U)= (S m, 5 ~m) and then ~ = m. The family of VC classes of functions is quite 
large: VC classes of sets (Dudley, 1984) are VC(1, ~) for all ~ > 0; VC-subgraph (also 
called VC-graph or polynomial) classes of functions (Pollard, 1984) are VC(E~, ~) for 
all ~ provided EH admits an everywhere finite measurable envelope Eh; if a class ~ is 
Euclidean for an envelope H (Nolan and Pollard, 1987) then it is VC(H, ~) for all 
> 0. We say that ~ is a measurable class of functions if it is image admissible Suslin 
(Dudley, 1984). For instance, if the class ~/g admits a parametrization by the elements 
of a Polish space, 0 ~ ha, (S, 5~) itself is a Polish space with its Borel a-algebra nd the 
evaluation map (0, sl, ..., s , , )~ ha(s1 . . . . .  Sin) is jointly measurable, then aug is 
measurable. Measurability is important because it makes quantities like 
SUph~H I ~. el, "'" eih(Xi,, "", Xi.)l, as well as any other sups that appear in this paper, 
measurable, assuming each of the random variables ei, Xi involved in this expression 
is a coordinate of a product probability space (Dudley, 1984). 
To ensure measurability in the case of processes, we will assume without further 
mention that the random variables el, elJ),xi, xIJ),j <<. m, i~ [~, are the coordinate 
functions of an infinite product probability space. Moreover, the e variables will all be 
Rademacher variables, and the X's will all have law P. 
As a matter of convenience, we will also assume throughout, without further 
mention, that the P-canonical functions h that we consider are symmetric in their 
arguments i.e., that h(xl . . . . .  Xm) = h(x,t~ . . . . .  X~tm)) for any permutation a of 
1, . . . ,  m. Since the index of summation I"m in (1.1) is symmetric, there is no loss of 
generality in making this assumption. 
Regarding notation, in proofs we will write i for (i~ . . . . .  i~), e, for ei, .-. e~., e~ "~ for 
~)  ... ~!~, h(Xi) for h(Xi . . . . . .  Xi.), and h(Xdl ~) for h(X~ ~ . . . . .  X~ )) ('dec' standing for 
'decoupled'). In all that follows, we will abusively write log x for log (x v e). It will also 
be convenient to set 
a, := (2n loglog n) m/2, n >~ 1, 
with the abuse of notation just mentioned. So, the sequences of interest will be 
written as 
1 1 
h(Xi) or - -  ~ h(Xi), n >~ 1. 
(2n loglogn) "/z an I" 
For measurable functions of m variables g: S m ~ R there will be no ambiguity in 
writing Eg for Eg(X1 . . . . .  Xm) or ping, and we will often do so. Otherwise, our 
notation will be that of Arcones and Gin6 (1993); for instance, given a pseudodistance 
e on ~ and J > O, we set ~,~'(6, e):= {h2 - hi: hi, h2 ~ .~, e(hl, h2) ~< 6}, also, we 
write [I • Iln for SUph~H['[, and likewise for other sets of functions, such as ~ ' (6 ,  e). 
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2. The bounded LIL 
We begin with two basic estimates. These will be given in terms of Luxemburg 
norms with respect to Young's functions of ~-exponential  type, 0 < ct ~< 2. For 
~>l ,O~(x) :=exp{x ~}- l ,x />0.  For  ~<1 this function is only convex on 
x > ((1 - e)/ct) 1/~, but it can be modified as follows: define z~ to coincide with exp{x ~ } 
for x ~>((1-e)/g)~/~, and to coincide with the tangent to this function at 
((1 - ~)/~)x/~, exp((1 - ~)/c~) for 0 ~< x < ((1 - c0/~)1/~; then define 
O~(x) = t~(x) - t~(O) = t~(x) - e exp((1 - e)/e). This function is convex, increasing 
and satifies ~(0)  = O, i.e., is a Young's function. Then, the ~ norm of a random 
variable ¢ is defined as I I~ l l~ , := in f{c>O:  EIP~(l~l/c)<~ 1}. Note that for all 
> O, p > O, there are finite constants such that for all random variables ~, 
Lemma 2.1. Let  B be a type 2 separable Banach space and let m ~ N fixed. Then 
there exists c < oo such that for  all f inite collections {xi ...... i.} of  points in B we 
have 
2g(1) /~!m)x" 02,. ( )1/2. ,, " ,  . . . . . . . i. ~<C YllX, ..... ,.ll2 (2.1) 
Proof. As a consequence of Borell's (1979) hypercontractivity result, given a Banach 
space B, there are cl and c2 finite and positive such that if 
Z = ~ti  ...... , ,~ize,,. . .e~ z, ...... ~,, zi ...... i eB ,  then Eexp{cl(llZll/llZll2)m/2} <~ c2. 
The result follows because, applying the type 2 inequality for one sequence {el~): i e N } 
at a time, we have E II ~'~,~x, II 2 ~< cm~ II X~ II 2, where C is the type 2 constant of B. 
We note that Borell's hypercontractivity result, namely 
II Z IIq ~< ((p - 1)/(q - 1)) m/2 II Z I1~, 1 < p ~< q < oo, when the Rademacher chaoses 
are decoupled such as in (2.1), follows immediately by iteration of the following version of 
Khinchin's inequality: for xi in any Banach space, IIZ~x~llq ~ [(p - 1)/(q - 1)] 1/2 iiZ~ixallq ' 
1 < p ~ q < ~ ; a simple proof  of this inequality can be found, e.g. in Lindenstrauss 
and Tzafriri (1979), pp. 75-77). 
The next lemma gives the analog of the previous result for processes indexed by VC 
classes. The second inequality ((2.3)) is not used in this section, but is basic in the proof  
of the compact  L IL  for degenerate U-processes over VC classes. 
Lemma 2.2. Let  ~ be a measurable V C(H,m) class of  functions h: S m ~ ~. Then there is 
c < oc such that for  al l f inite collections {x! j)} of  points in S, we have 
" "~ xT ' )  ,-. tl) .e!m)htx! 1) . x !m)'~ ~ C H2tx l ,  , , . 2-a ~'i l  "" Im \ |1 ' "" ' lm ] . . . .  (2.2) 
Moreover, letting e2(hl, h2) := E[~ el~ ~ "'" el~'(hl - h2)(xl~' . . . .  , xl~')] 2, hi, h2 e J r ,  
there is a bounded, continuous, non-decreasino function ~c(x), x > 0, with ~c(x) ~ 0 as 
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x ~ 0 such that, for all ~ > 0 (and allfinite collections {xl j)} of points in S), 
Z " " "  " '  x lT)  gi,~ n[x i  I , 13il •.. , . .  
.~'O,e) ¢'2/~ 
,,1/2 / I ... x!mh ~ 
~< ~H2(xl~ , x! 'h l  K162 /V  H2¢x (1~ . . . . . .  , j  k /~  , ,  . . . . .  ,]. (2.3) 
Proof. It is known (e.g. Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, pp. 300-302) that there exists 
a constant c,  such that ifa process Yt, t ~ T, satisfies II Yt - Ys ll~,2,. ~< d(s, t) for some 
pseudodistance d on T, then 
sup l ~/, fo  Yt - Ys [ ~< Cm [log N(T, d, T)'] m/2 dr, 
s, teT  0 
where D is the diameter of (T, d) and N is its covering number (i.e. N(T, d, z) is the 
smallest number of d-balls of radius not exceeding z with centers in T required to 
cover T). Then, applying this inequality to the process 
(1) (mb,  (1) (m)x 
Yh = E~i l  ' ' '  ~.im n~Xil , . . .  , xim J, h ~ Jr, we obtain (2.2) on account  of the above 
mentioned integrability property of (in this case, real-valued) Rademacher chaos, and 
the definition of VC class of functions. Relation (2.3) is obtained by applying the same 
inequality to Y(h,h') = Yh  - -  Yh' ,  h - h' ~ ~'(6, e), using (1.3) and that N(~'(6, e), e, z) 
~< N2(~Vf, e,z/2): A change of variables in the entropy bound for 
II II Yth,h')- Yo II.'t~.e)11~2,. shows that we can take x(x 2) = C~o~2(z)dz for a suitable 
finite constant c and for the function 2 in (1.5). [] 
The previous lemmas will be applied conditionally on the x's, which will be random. 
The bounded LIL for B-valued U-statistics, B of type 2, and for U-processes over 
VC classes of functions, have almost identical proofs due to the similarity of the 
bounds in the last two lemmas. So, in the rest of this section we will prove results 
simultaneously for both cases; to make the notation compatible, we drop the subscript 
from the sup norm in the case of processes, and set, indifferently, L = C(E ]l h 1[2) U2 
or L = C(EH2) 1/2, at least in proofs, where the constant C is a finite constant 
depending only on m and on B or ~ and may vary from line to line. 
In order to give a more transparent presentation of the main result in this section 
we isolate a simple computation. It may be of independent interest because it gives 
very easily best exponential integrability (up to multiplicative constants in the expo- 
nent) for Gaussian and chaos sequences. It is surely known to specialists, but we do 
not have a reference for it. Recall that for general Young functions ~, 
II ~ [1~:= inf{c > O: EIp([~[/c) <~ 1}. 
Lemma 2.3. Let ~b be a Youny's function satisfying the following properties: 
(i) there are positive finite constants c, M l such that for all x, y >~ M1, 
•- l(xy) <~ c~- l (x)O-  l(y), 
(ii) there are finite positive constants d, M2 such that for all x >t M2, 
~/- l(X2) ~ d~J- l(x). 
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Then, there exists a finite constant C, such that, for every sequence of random variables 
{~k: k e N}, 
supl~kl/q~-X(k) , ~< Cosup~ II ¢~ II,. (2.4) 
Proof. We can delete a finite number of terms from the sup at the left of (2.4) as long as 
the number depends only on ft. By homogeneity we can (and will) assume that 
sup~ll~kll,~<l. We set ko=max{8,~O(~b-t(M1)/d),M2}, f l=max{~O-l(M 2) 
/~,-1(1/2), ~k-l(M1)Ab-X(1/2), d} and a - cdfl. Then, for t/> 1/2 we have 
Prt~b(supl~kl/a~b-~(k))>~t}<~Prtsupl~kl/a~b-l(k)~b-l(t)>~ l} 
I .  \ k  ~ k o ~k/> k o 
k: ko ~J (a~O - x (k) 0 - a (t)) 
k=ko qJ(dqJ- l(k))~J(flqJ- l(t)) 
1 1 
k/> ko 4t2 " 
The only non immediate step in these computations is to show that ~b(fl~,- ~(t)) ~> t2. 
1 If t />M2 this follows from (ii) because fl/>d, and if ~<t<M2 then 
qJ(fl~b-x(t)) >t qJ(fl~,-l(1/2))/> M2 2 > t 2 by the definition of ft. The above estimate 
gives 
t_ ',k~o "~2+f,/2Pr{~b(SUPol~kl/aO-'(k))>~t}dt 
1 l f °~dt  
~<2+4J l / z t :  =1 '  
proving the lemma. [] 
It is easy to verify that Young's functions ~k~, ~ > 0, satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Lemma 2.3 and that, therefore, 
sup I~kk I/(1og k) 1/~ ~ <~ C,. supk II~k II~=. (2.4') 
Since the ~b, norm dominates (up to multiplicative constants) the Lp norms for all p, 
the ~b, norm at the left hand side of (2.4') can be replaced by the Lp norm, and it is in 
this way that we will use it below. (However, Lemma 2.3 does not hold for power type 
Young functions xP; for instance, we do not have E sup, lY',7= 1 ~i/nl < oo whenever 
¢i are i.i.d, with EI~ll < ~) .  
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We will apply inequality (2.4') to the variables 
1 
Ck 2km/2 2 d . . . . . .  dee, 
ieI~ ~ 
in conjunction with Lemma 2.1. Thus, it is necessary to majorize the Lp norm of a sup 
over n e N by that of a sup over the subset n = 2 k, k ~ N. This is just a consequence of
L6vy's inequality, as in the case of sums of i.i.d, random variables (e.g., Ledoux and 
Talagrand, 1988). Here are the details: 
Lemma 2.4. Let b,/" ~ and x~ ...... ~, e B. Set b* = b2~ for all k. Then, 
~n (1) . ~!m)x. "',ira p ~k E sup }-', e~, "" 1 . . . .  ~< 2mE sup 
n i 1 . . . . .  i m <~ n k 
(1) (m) 19 
Z 1~il •.. ~im Xi 1 ..... im 
il . . . . .  im<~ 2k+l 
for all p > 0. 
Proof. Let us set I(0) = { 1, 2}, I(k) = (2 k, 2 k + 1 ] c~ N, k e N. It suffices to show that, for 
all ko < oo, 
~k ~dieexi p decx' p' Emaxmax Z <<. 2m E max 1 y~ ~, 
k<~k o n~I(k) lil<~n k<~ko b* 111~<2k+a 
where I i l=max{ ix  . . . . .  i,,}. Let us define new variables x* in E°~(B) by 
x* = (0, !:)., O, xl/b*, xi/b*+ 1 . . . . .  x~/b*o) if I il e I(r), r = 0 . . . .  , ko. Then we have 
V e.aeex. * max max ~ e~e~xl = max z., , , 
k<~kon~I(k) lil~<n n~2 k°+l i ~<n 
max E = y 
k<-Nko b-~lil~ k+l 1il~<2ko+ 1 
where the norm in the second terms is that of (k~+l(B) • Then, Lbvy's inequality 
applied conditionally on all the variables except el 1), i E N, gives 
/;dec X.* P Emax,~2 ~°÷1 z., i , 
i~n  
~<E max [ max ~ eg ' (  ~ , ,  e!2) ... -(m)" *~ ] p , 2  ~:i~ -x'i J
nl ~< 2k°+l nj<~2k°+l,2<~J <~m il 1 i2<~nz ..... im<~nm 
il ( ) P" 
(1) ~< 2E max ~ ei 1 ~ 2 /~!2) (m) , t2 "'" ~i  Xi 
nj<~2k°+l,2<~j<~m ~< 2ko+l \i2<~n: .....  im<~n~ 
(Note that L6vy's inequality applies to the second expectation above because the 
maximum over the nSs, j ~> 2, can be absorbed by the norm thus becoming 
E max,, ~2~o+, IP~i~,, eiYill p for Yi in {k~o((k~o+l(B)).) Repeating this argument for 
j = 2 . . . .  ,m yields the lemma. []  
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The following result, which is the analog of Pisier's LIL for type 2 spaces (Pisier, 
1975-76, Th6or6me 1), will be shown below to contain the bounded LIL. Recall that, 
given m, a. = (2n log log n) ''/2. 
Theorem 2.5. (a) Let B be a type 2 separable Banach space, let X~, i E N, be i.i.d, random 
variables with values in S and law P, and let h : S ~ ~ B be a P-canonical function such 
that E I[ h II 2 ~ 00. Then, for all 0 < p < 2, there exist Cp < oo depending only on B, 
m and p such that 
1 (i~, ]P Esup ~, h(Xq, . , X, , )  <<, Cp(E 1[ h IIZ) ~/z. (2.5) 
n~N ann " " . . . .  im) ~ I",. 
(b) Let 2,ug be a measurable VC(H,m) class of P-canonical functions h: S m ~ R such that 
, X go be as in part (a). Then, for all 0 < p < 2, there is Cp < go EHZ < 0o andlet { i}i=1 
depending only on 9 f  , m and p such that 
E sup ~ h(X, . . . . .  <~ C,(EH2) p/2. (2.6) 
neN . . . .  ira) E1 ~, 
Proof. Letting h, = (0,r2. x, 0, h/a,, h/a,+ 1 . . . .  )~ co(B)(co((°~(~)) for processes), we 
have 
1 
sup. --a, ,~,~  h(Xi) = i~.~'l(Xi) ' 
where 1,. = Q), I,~ (and, as above, [i[ = max {il . . . . .  im} ). SO, we can apply de la Pefia's 
(1992) decoupling inequalities for generalized U-statistics and then symmetrize with 
respect o one group of variables {x[J)}F= 1 at a time, and obtain 
Esup l l  ~ h(X~),~,:. ]P ~< CEsup[  1 .  L a,, ,~.ea~ech(X, .aec) ]P (2.7) 
for some universal constant C < oo. Now, we apply Lemma 2.4 with x~ = h(X~,, e¢) to 
the effect that 
E 1 [1 
where a* := a2~. (We remark that inequality (2.8) also holds for U-processes over 
measurable classes.) Lemma 2.3 with ~ = 2/m and Lemma 2.1, applied conditionally 
on the X's, give: 
r 1 T E~ sup }-' e~a~h(X,, a~) ~ 3 p 2 "w/2 E~ sup ~--~52~/2 k L k ] [ i~ l  2k÷ 1 k 
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for a constant C < oo depending only on p, m and B. So, we have 
1 v (~ ) (2.9) EsupF-sg ~ ed¢ch(X d¢¢) ~ ~ CEsup ~2, IIh(Xd¢c)[12 ,/2 
kak IIi~ig '+~ IIA i~z. 
where C depends only on m, p and B. Doob's maximal inequality for (reversed) 
martingales gives 
1 } 
sup-?-~ ~ [Ih(X~)ll 2>t  <<,Ellhl[2/t 
(n~N n i~l~ 
and therefore 
 sup;  z  sup/1 z 
P f~° ttp/2) -1Ellhl[2 
~< (E II h 112) p/2 -4- ~ [[hlp 2 t m dt  
2 
(E [I h II 2)p/2. (2.10) 
2 -p  
Collecting (2.7) to (2.10) gives the result for B-valued U-statistics. Only formal 
changes in this proof are required to obtain the result for processes namely, to invoke 
Lemma 2.2 instead of Lemma 2.1, and to replace Ilhll by H. [] 
Remark 2.6. (The bounded LIL). The random variable 
1 ,X i . )  lim sup -- ~ h(Xi~ . . . .  
n~oo an  (i I . . . . .  im)~l~ 
is invariant under (finite) permutations of the variables {Xi} and therefore it is almost 
surely a constant by the Hewitt Savage zero-one law. Thus, we have the bounded 
LIL in the two cases considered in the previous theorem, with bound no larger than 
C(E II h 112) 1/2, with the same constant C as in (2.5) (or (2.6)). These a.s. bounds are 
sharpened in the next two sections. 
3. The compact LIL in •d and in type 2 spaces. 
The following result was completely proved by Dehling (1989a) for m = 2 but only 
under stronger moment conditions for m > 2 (Dehling, 1989b). Our methods are 
different, although we do use the main idea of proof of Theorem 1, of Dehling (1989b), 
in the proof of the multivariate LIL that follows. To ease notation, given h: S m ~ B, set 
1 
h(Xi . . . . . .  Xi.). (3.1) en (h) : = (2n log log n)m/2 (i . . . . . .  i.)~ r.  
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Theorem 3.1. Let X,  Xi ,  i e ~, be i.i.d, random variables with values in a measurable 
space (S, 6 e) and common law P. Let h i :Sm~ R be P-canonical functions with 
E h 2 < co, j = 1 . . . . .  d. Then, with probability one, the sequence 
{ (~. (h 1 ) . . . . .  ~. (ha)) } .~ 1 
is relatively compact and its limit set is 
K:= {E[g(X1) . . .O(Xm)(h l (X  1 , 
Eg2(X) <~ 1}. 
(3.2) 
. . . .  X,~) . . . . .  ha(X1  . . . . .  Xm))  "]: 
(3.3) 
Proof. An argument of Arcones and Gin6 (1992, p. 660), shows that for all ~/> 0 there 
are functions {¢p}~= 1 (R < ~ ) such that E ~bp(X1) = 0 and for each 1 ~< i ~< d, 
E(hi(X1, ... ,Xm) - hi(X1 . . . . .  Xm)) 2 <~ t/2/9(1 + C2), (3.4) 
where 
R 
h i (X1 '  "'" ,Xm)  = E ct , (h,)¢p(gl)""  dpp(X. , )  (3.5) 
p=l 
and %(hi) are some real numbers, and C is the constant of Theorem 2.5(a) for B = •. 
First we prove the theorem for kernels (hi . . . . .  h,) with h/of  the form (3.5). By the 
Strassen LIL in R a (see, e.g. Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, Theorem 8.5), the sequence 
1 (e l (x  j) . . . .  ,¢R(x~)) 
(2n log ]-og n) 1/2 j= 1 . : 1 
is relatively compact and its limit set is 
{E[g(X)(dp,(X), . . . ,  eR(X))-]: Eg2(X) <~ 1}. 
By the Newton identities (e.g. Jacobson, 1951, p. 110), as in Bretagnolle (1983), or in 
Arcones and Gin~ (1992, p. 660), there is a polynomial Rm of m variables and degree 
m such that 
1 
- Y, ep(x~,)... ¢p(x~.) 
an (i~ .. . . .  i.)~l~, 
( 1 ~ 1 ~¢~,(X~) ) 
= Rm (2nlog-(ogn)l/2 dpp(Xi) . . . . .  (2nl°g l°gn)  rolE/=1 i=1 
for all n e ~. So, the above mentioned Strassen LIL and the Marcinkiewicz law of 
large numbers imply that, with probability one, the sequence 
1 E ( (~l(Xi l ) ' ' "  (~1 (XI-) . . . . .  ~bR(Xil) "'" (~)R(Xi.)) 
(i~ ... . .  IM)~I~, i= 1 
is relatively compact and its limit set is 
{ (Rm(E ¢I  (X)g(X) ,  O, ... ,0), ... ,Rm(E qbR(X)O(g), 0 . . . .  ,0)): Eg2(X) <~ 1}. 
Here we have used the trivial observation that, in a topological space, if {z.} is 
relatively compact with limit set Z and if2 is a continuous function, then {2(z.)} is also 
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relatively compact and its limit set is {2(z): z ~ Z}; this will be used repeatedly without 
further mention. It is easy to see from Newton's identities that R,,(x, 0, ..., 0) = x", 
therefore 
Rm(E c~j(X)g(X), 0 . . . .  , O) = (E  ~) ] (X)g(X) )  m = E [g (X  1 ) . . .  g (Xm)~) j (X  1 ) . . .  ~)j(Xm)- ] 
for all j. Thus, with probability one, the sequence 
1 ~ (]~1(X,1, . . . ,  X~,), . . . ,  hd(Xil, . . . ,  Xi.)) (3.6) 
(il . . . . .  im)~l~ n = 1 
is also relatively compact and its limit set is 
{E[g(X~)  . . .9(Xm)(hx(X~,  ... ,Xm), ... ,hd(X~, ... ,X,,))]: Eg2(X)  <% 1}, (3.7) 
proving the theorem for kernels of the form (3.5). 
The sequence in (3.2) is almost surely relatively compact by Remark 2.6. We prove 
now that ifx is in K then x is almost surely a limit point of this sequence. I fx e K there 
is a function g with EgZ(x)  ~< 1 such that 
X = E [g(X 1 )... g(X, , ) (h,  (X~ . . . . .  X, , )  . . . . .  hd(X,  . . . . .  X,.))]. 
Now, given this function g, the previous observations imply that there is a.s. a sub- 
sequence nk (depending on 09) such that 
t ~.~(~7,) - E [g , (x , ,  ... , x , . )g (x , ) . - .  g (x , , ) ]  I 
3 
(3.8) 
for 1 ~< i ~< d. But we also have, for 1 ~< i ~< d, 
limsupl~,(hi - hi)l < ~ a.s. (3.9) 
n---~ oo 
by Remark 2.6, and 
1/(3.10) IE[h,(X1, ... ,Xm)g(X l ) . . .  g(Xm)] - E[hi(X~ . . . . .  Xm)g(Xx) . . .  g(Xm)] I ~< 
by (3.4). Therefore, by (3.8)-(3.10), 
[~,,(h,) - E[h , (X l  . . . . .  Xm)g(X l ) " 'g (Xm)] l  <~ ~l a.s. 
for each 1 ~< i ~< d, showing that x is almost surely a limit point of the sequence (3.2). 
The previous paragraph shows in particular that the set of a.s. limit points of the 
sequence (3.2) is non void. Finally, we see that this set is contained in K. If x is a.s. 
a limit point of the sequence (3.2) then, given q > 0, by (3.9) (i.e., by Theorem 2.5), there 
are functions h-i, 1 ~< i ~< d, of the form (3.5) satisfying the inequalities (3.4) (hence also 
(3.10) for all g with Eg2(X)  <<. 1) and such that 
lim Ix - (~.k(hl) . . . . .  a.k(h-a))l < ~ a.s. 
k~oo 
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for some subsequence {nk} (depending on o)). Since the limit set of {(~n(/~l ), ..., ~n(hd) )} 
is almost surely given by (3.7), it follows that there is a function g with Eg2(X) <<. 1 
such that 
Ix - E [g (X , ) . . .  g(X,,)(ht (X,  . . . . .  Xm), . . . ,  ha(X,, . . . ,  X,,))] [ ~< ~/. 
So, there is a sequence {gk}~=l of functions in Lz(P) such that 
E[ [gR(X , ) ' "  gk(X,,,)(hl(X,, . . . ,  X,,,) . . . . .  ha(X, . . . . .  Xm))] ~ X 
as k ---, oo. Now, the unit ball of L2(P) is weakly sequentially compact and a simple 
approximation argument shows that if a sequence {g,} converges weakly in LE(P) to 
g then the sequence {g,(sl)... g,(sa)} converges weakly in Lz(P a) to g(sl) . . ,  g(Sd). SO, 
there are a subsequence {gk,}~%l and a function g such that 
E [h,(X, . . . . .  Xm)gkj(X, )""  gki(Xm)'] 
--, EEhi(Xi, ... ,X~) g(X~) ' "g (Xm)]  1 <~ i <~ d. 
Therefore, x = E[g(X1) . . .g (Xm)(h l (X l  . . . . .  Xm) . . . .  ha(X1 . . . . .  Xm))], i.e., 
xe  K. [] 
This theorem and the results from Section 2 can be combined to immediately obtain 
the compact LIL for U-statistics with values in a type 2 Banach space. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X,  Xi ,  i ~ N, be i.i.d, random variables with values in a measurable 
space (S, 5 p) and common distribution P. Let B be a type 2 separable Banach space and 
let h : S" --* B be a P-canonical function such that E II h II 2 < oc. Then the sequence 
(2n log fog n ),./2 ~ h (X~,, ..., X~.) (3.11) 
(il ..... i.)~l'm n= 1 
is almost surely relatively compact and its limit set is 
K(h) = {E[h(X l ,  ... ,Xm)g(X l ) " "g (Xm)] :  Eg2(X) < 1}. (3.12) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 in Arcones (1993), for every e > 0 there is a simple canonical 
function h such that E II h - h II 2 < ~. This and Theorem 2.5 give relative compactness 
of the sequence (3.11) by e.g. an argument of Pisier (1975-76), page III. 16. Theorem 3.1 
applies to the P-canonical simple function h with values in B, and gives that its LIL 
limit set is K(h). Because of these two observations, the proof of Theorem 3.1 from 
(3.7) on applies to the present situation with only formal changes (basically, h for 
(hi, ...,/~j)) and gives the result. [] 
The so called functional LIL for partial sum U-processes can be obtained in the 
same way as Theorem 3.2. We denote by f~([0, 1], B) the Banach space of B-valued 
functions on [0, 1], with the sup norm. 
Theorem 3.2'. Let X,  Xi ,  i ~ N, be i.i.d, random variables with values in a measurable 
space (S, S/') and common distribution P. Let B be a type 2 separable Banach space and 
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let h: S"--* B be a P-canonical function such that E II h II 2 < ~.  Then the sequence 
1 ~ h(X~,, ... ,X~.) (3.13) 
2n log log n) 'n/2 ti . . . . . .  i.)el~,'~ o <~ t <~ 1 n = 1 
is almost surely relatively compact in g°~([O, 1], B) and its limit set is 
{(f; ) } K(h) = E[h(X~, ..., X~)g(Xx, s)... g(Xm, s)]ds Eg2(X, s)ds <~ 1 . 
O <~ t <~ 
(3.14) 
1 Proof. Since sup.,, II ~ Z,.~.., h(X~)II = sup~ 11¼ Z~:h(X~)II and since the theorem holds 
in finite dimensions (e.g. Dehling, 1989b, Theorem 2.1), the result follows just as in 
Theorem 3.2. [] 
4. A general result on the compact LIL for U-processes. Application to VC classes. 
In this section we reduce the compact LIL for processes in general, and for 
canonical U-processes in particular, to an asymptotic equicontinuity condition and 
show how this criterion gives the compact LIL for VC classes of functions if their 
envelope is square integrable. Precedents of the general result in different instances 
can be found in Oodaira (1974), Kuelbs (1976) and Yukich (1990) (the list may not be 
exhaustive). The following theorem is part of the folklore, but its converse (Theorem 
4.3) seems to be new. 
Theorem 4.1. Let {Xn(f):fe ~} be a sequence of stochastic processes indexed by a set 
~.  Let a be a pseudometric on ~.  Let K be a compact subset of the space Cu(~, tr) of 
uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous functions on (~,  a). Assume the sequence of 
processes X~ satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) (~,  tr) is totally bounded. 
(ii) l im~ol imsup~ sup,t I ,A )<~lX.(fl) - X~(f2)l = 0 a.s. 
(iii) For all me ~ and f l  . . . . .  free ~'~, with probability one the sequence 
{(X.(fl) . . . . .  X,(fm))}~=l is relatively compact in R m and its limit set is 
{(x(fl) . . . . .  x(fm)): x • K}. 
Then, with probability one, the sequence {X.(f): fe  ~ } (whose terms are eventually 
a.s. in goo(~)) is relatively compact in ~o~(~) and its limit set is K. 
Proof. Standard arguments, that we omit, based on Arzel~-Ascoli's theorem, approx- 
imation of (~,  a) by 6 nets, and compactness of K. [] 
Next we see that if the finite dimensional projections of {Xn } have a.s. a common 
limit set then the above equicontinuity condition is necessary for the whole sequence 
to be a.s. relatively compact. This will follow from the following simple observation 
(proof omitted). 
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Lemma 4.2. Let A ~ ~o~(~). Then A is totally bounded in fo~(~) if and only if 
supa~ala(f)]< oo for some (a l l ) fe~ r and (~,a)  is totally bounded where 
o(fl ,f2) = sup~al a(f l )  - a(f2)l, f l , f2 • :~. 
Theorem 4.3. Let {X,(f): fe  ~-} be a sequence of stochastic processes indexed by ~.  
Suppose that 
(a) there is a set A~f~(~)  such that for each f l  . . . .  , fm•~,  the sequence 
{(X,(fl) . . . . .  Xn(fm))},~=l is a.s. relatively compact in R m and its limit set is 
{(a(ft) . . . . .  a(f,,)): a e A}, and 
(b) there is a set L such that, with probability one, the sequence {X.(f): fe  ~'} is 
relatively compact in E°°(~) and its limit set is L. 
Then, 
(i) (~-, tr) is totally bounded where tr(ft,f2) = sup~ala(fl) -- a(f2)[,fl,f2 • ~,  
(ii) l imo~ol imsup.~ sup,,(.r,,s,) ,<,[X.(fl) -- X.(f2)l = 0 a.s. and 
(iii) The set L coincides with the set A and is compact. 
Proof. L is compact in ~oo(~) by hypothesis (b). Since L and A coincide on finite 
subsets o f~,  tr(fl,f2) = supb~LIb(fl) -- b(f2)l for al lf l , f2 e ~.  This has two conse- 
quences: one is that (~,  tr) is totally bounded by Lemma 4.2 (i.e., (i) holds), and the 
other is that L ~ C~(~-, a) which, by hypothesis (b), gives (ii). Then, (a), (b), (i) and (ii) 
give (iii) by Theorem 4.1. [] 
We now will turn to U-processes. A subset D of E®(~) is countably determined if 
there is a countable subset ~¥go f Jog such that {x(h): h e ~¢6} c {x(h): h e ~¢t°o } - for 
all x e D. The following proposition is just an adaptation of Proposition 1.2 in Pisier 
(1975). 
Propos i t ion  4.4. Let ~ be a measurable class of P-canonical functions with finite 
envelope and let 
1 
= ~ h(X, . . . . . .  X,.), he~.  (4.1) o~,(h) (2nloglogn) m/2 (i ...... i.)~i~ 
I f  the sequence {0~} is a.s. relatively compact in ~(9~)  and its set of limit points is a.s. 
contained in a separable, countably determined subset D of ~(3¢t °) then there is 
a compact subset K of ~°~(3ff), K c D, such that the set of limit points of the sequence 
{ct,} coincides a.s. with K. 
Proof. Since ~ is measurable (image admissible Suslin) and D is countably deter- 
mined, a modification of the proof of Theorem 10.3.2 in Dudley (1984) shows that the 
sets { I[ ~. - x I1~ ~< t} are measurable for all x ~ D and t/> 0. Then, for x e D, the set {x 
is a limit point of {~.}} = (]~>1 limsup,~® { II ~. - x Ilu ~< l/m} is measurable and 
invariant under (finite) permutations of the sequence {Xi}, hence its probability is 0 or 
1 by the Hewitt-Savage z ro-one law. Then, we set K = {x e D: Pr{x is a limit point 
of {at.}} = 1} and we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 in Pisier (1975) 
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(where the analogue of K is denoted by F) to obtain that K is closed and that it 
coincides a.s. with the set of limit points of {% }. Since in particular K is then the limit 
set of a relatively compact sequence of d~(~) ,  it follows that K is compact. [] 
The previous theorems and proposition immediately give: 
Theorem 4.5. Let X, Xi ,  i e ~, be i.i.d, random variables with values in a measurable 
space (S, 6~) and law P. Let J*ff be a measurable class of P-canonical functions with finite 
second moment, with finite envelope. Let {%(h): h e JtF} be as defined in (4.1). Let 
I] h II v = sup {E [h(X1, .. . ,  Xm)f(Xx)"" 9(Xm)]: EgE(X) ~< 1 }. Then, the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) The sequence {%(h): h ~ ~ff is a.s. relatively compact in (oo(~-) and its set of limit 
points is a.s contained in a fixed separable countably determined subset of(°°(~).  
(ii) (~ ,  I I  II ~ ) is totally bounded and 
l imlimsup sup [5.(ha) - -  ~n(h2) l  = 0 a.s. (4.2) 
6~0 n~ hl,h2e,~f" 
[Iha-h2Hv ~<6 
I f  either of the two statements holds then there is a compact subset K of (°°(~) which is 
a.s. the limit set of the sequence {%}. Moreover 
K = {{E[h(X1 . . . .  ,Xm)g(Xa) "'" 9(X,,)]}h¢.~v: Eg2(X)% 1}. (4.3) 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Then so does condition (b) in Theorem 4.3 for the sequence 
{5, } by Proposition 4.4. Condition (a) in the same theorem follows from Theorem 3.1. 
So, Theorem 4.3 holds for {5,} and gives (ii). If (ii) holds then the sequence {5,} is a.s. 
relatively compact and its limit set is a.s. contained in C , (~,  II ' l1 v ) (by Arzel&-Ascoli); 
since Cu(~, I I ' l l  v ) is separable and countably determined (by total boundedness of 
(Jg, II" t] v )), (i) is proved. If (i) holds, Proposition 4.4 implies that the limit set of {~,} 
coincides a.s. with a fixed compact set. That this set is given by (4.3) follows 
immediately from Theorems 4.1 and 3.1. [] 
The II II v norm may be difficult to work with. The second part of the previous proof 
shows that the I['[I v norm can be replaced by the L2 norm in (4.2). As in the case of 
U-statistics (see Theorem 3.2), we also get the LIL for partial sums of U-processes for 
free. These two observations are collected in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.6. In the settin9 of Theorem 4.5,/f ~'~ is totally bounded in the Lz(P m) 
norm and 
lim limsup sup [ sn (h l )  - 5,(h2)1 = 0 a.s. 
6~0 n~oo hl,h2e.,W 
E(h~ -h2)  2 ~< 6 
then, with probability one, the sequence 
{(  1 ~ h(Xi . . . . .  ,Xim)) 
i2n log log n )m/2 (i . . . . . .  i.) ere '1 0 
(4.4) 
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is relatively compact in E°°(~ - x [0, 1]) and its limit set is 
{(fo K = E[h(X1 . . . .  , Xm)g(X1, s) ... g(Xm, S O~<t~<l ,  h~,.~ 
t 
The previous proposition, together with the methods of Section 2, gives the 
compact LIL for VC classes of functions with square integrable nvelope: 
Theorem 4.7. Let X, X,, i ~ [~, be i.i.d. (S, 6e)-valued random variables with law P, 
and let ~ be a measurable VC(H,m) class of P-canonical functions such that 
E H 2 < ~.  Then the sequence {at,(h): h ~ ~f~},~ 1 is relatively compact in E~°(~,~ff) and 
its limit set is the set K defined by (4.3). The corresponding result for partial sum 
U-processes also holds. 
Proof. By the last propositions it suffices to prove that the limit in (4.4) holds or, by 
monotonicity, that the random variables l imsup.~ [1 ~, Ilu; converge to zero in 
probability as 6 ~ 0. So, it is enough to prove 
lim E sup II ~. Iln~ ~ 0 as 6 ~ 0, (4.5) 
where ~'~ = {hi - h2: hi, hz ~ ~,  Pro(hi - h2) 2 ~< fi2}. As in (2.7) and (2.8), letting 
s = Flog2 r], there is C < oo such that for all r >/0, 
1 ~e;" Esup II ~,llm ~< CEsup a--~k ~" e~eeh(Xffe') 
n >/r  k/> s i~l  2k 
Let now, for each n ~ N, 
)2=± 
e~(h,, h2) := ~ E~( 2 ea~ee(hl - h2)(X~ ee) 2kin 2 (hi -- h2)2(X~ee). 
By the law of large numbers for U-processes, Arcones and Gin6 (1993), 
II e2(hx, h2) - Pro(hi - h2) z []g×Je ~0 a.s. 
This limit and the fact that the conclusion of Theorem 2.5(b) holds for the decoupled 
and randomized processes (as is obvious from the proof), give 
E ~(sup  1 ~edieeh(Xiaee) ~ '{sup .... [,e~(hl,h2)-P'(hl-h2)2[, .... ~'2}1 
r (  1 dee dee ~ 1 ~<2E sup- -  ~e,  h(X~ ) l{sup .... IId/h~,h~)-P'th,-h~ll.~.~>~ } 
L\n>>'Nan i~l~ ~F/ A 
~0 
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as r ~ oo. Since for all co in the set {sup2, >~, II e2(ha, h2) - Pro(hi - h2) 2 I1~ ×~ ~ ~2 } 
~¢f~ c 3¢f'(21/26, e,) for all n ~ r/2, the previous limit reduces the proof of (4.5) to 
showing 
1 ~ ed~h(X~) ~0 as 6~0.  (4.5') lim Esup a~' i~i~; ~'(6,e2k) 
s ~ oo k >~ s 
Lemma 2.3 gives, as in the proof of (2.9), that there is a constant C such that, for all 
r and 6, 
ed~h(X:i~,) [ 1 211/2 1 ~ <<, CE sup ~-~ E~ ~ ed~h(X d~) . 
Esupk~>s a-~ ~ .,~'(t~.e2g) Lk>~s iel 2~ .ge(&e2k)J 
(4.6) 
Inequality (2.3) in Lemma 2.2, inequality (2.10), the law of large numbers for 
U-statistics and the properties of the function x give, for 1 ~< p < 2 and q conjugate 
of p, 
Lk k >~ s ~ ie l  2~ \ I i~ l  2' I J  
~<c~.2 E supf i  E H2(Xi't¢~)) ) {Esupx q 62 2-kin E ) )  
\ \k>>-s i~ l  2k / I  /1 \ k>~s \ / iel2m l /  
~c~,2 '-~-v'f 2 "~'IP(EH2)~/2(Exq(f2/inf2_gm ~H2(Xd~,)ll ,~I  ii 
( 2 "?i, -->c~,2t~_p ) (EH~)'/2(x"(<$~IEH:))I/" as s+ oo.  
Replacing these estimates in (4.6) gives (4.5'), hence the theorem. [] 
Remark 4.8. Let Y be a measurable VC class of functions h: S m ~ •, not necessarily 
symmetric or P-degenerate, with P-square integrable nvelope. Let S be the symmet- 
rization operator, 
1 
Sh(xl . . . .  , xm) = ~ ~ h(x,(1) . . . . .  Xe(m)), 
the sum extended over all the permutations a of 1, . . . ,m and let 
zrf.mh(xl, ... ,XK) = (fix, -- P) "'" (rx, -- P)pm-kh,  1 <<. k ~ m (where for measures 
Q1 . . . .  , Qm, we let Q1 "'" Qmh = Sh d(Q1 x ... x Qm)) be the Hoeffding projections ofh. 
Comments on page 1497 and the proof of Corollary 5.7 in Arcones and Gin6 (1993) 
show that the classes of functions ne,,mS~f  = {rrf, mSh: h s ~} are measurable VC 
classes of symmetric P-canonical functions with P-square integrable envelope, 
1 ~< k ~< m. So, Theorems 2.4(b) and 4.7 apply to these classes. This remark is useful, 
e.g. in Section 5. 
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5. Application to the almost sure representation of the product limit estimator 
for truncated data 
The LIL for canonical U-processes may be used to obtain a.s. bounds for the error 
term in the linearization of estimators. For instance, if T,(X1, ..., X,) (Xi, as usual, 
i.i.d. (P)) is an estimator of a parameter To(P) (not necessarily finite dimensional: it 
could be a function), admitting some sort of von Mises expansion 
T, = To + - f (Xi)  + R,, 
n i= l  
then, under relatively general conditions, R, is approximately a V-process of degree 
2 with negligible or controllable diagonal, hence a U-process. In this case, the results 
from the previous ections can be used to estimate the size of R,, which will often be 
IIR,(x)l[ =O(!°g~ °gn)  a.s. (5.1) 
where [1"1[ may denote a sup if e.g. T is a function (but other rates are possible: e.g. 
Arcones, (1992)). As an example of such a situation we will consider the product limit 
estimator under left truncation. Woodroofe (1985) obtained the weak convergence of
the process in question, and Chao and Lo (1988) and Stute (1993) have recently 
provided bounds for its a.s. representation. Here (Theorem 5.1) we obtain the correct 
a.s. bound (5.1) under a somewhat more restrictive integrability hypothesis than that 
of Stute. For this, we use the bounded LIL for VC classes of functions instead of the 
bounds in Stute (1994); otherwise, we borrow a lemma from Stute (1993) and use 
similar setup and notation as well. In fact, using the compact LIL, the a.s. limit sets of 
the remainder terms in Theorem 5.1 can be exactly determined, in particular giving 
attainable bounds, as we indicate in Theorem 5.2. (Although Theorem 5.1 is strictly 
contained in Theorem 5.2, we separate them for clarity of exposition and we only 
provide a proof for the first.) We then apply these results, together with the lemmas in 
Section 2 for m = 1, to the almost sure behavior of kernel density estimators for left 
truncated ata (see Diehl and Stute, (1988), for the analogue in the case of right 
censored ata). 
Given (Xi, Yi), 1 <. i <<, N, i.i.d, random vectors in R 2 with the distribution of 
(X, Y), X independent of Y, we set 
F(x )=Pr{X<x},ar=in f{x :F (x )>O},  be=sup{x:F (x )< 1}, 
G(y)=Pr{Y<~y}, aa=inf{x:G(x)>O}, bG=sup{x:G(x)<l} ,  
F*(x) = Pr{Y < X <~ x}, C(x) = Pr{Y <~ x <~ X}, A(x) 
f ~ dF(x) _ f j  1 = ~ 1 ----F-~) ~ dF*(t), 
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CN(X ) = ~ Iy, ~ x < x,, 
i=1  
F*(x) = ~ lr,~x,~ x, 
i=1  
f i :  c - -~dF*( t )  F 
1 - -  FN(X)  = l-I NCN(Xi) - 1 
i<~N:Y,<~X,<~x NCN(X i )  
AN(X) 
If ao<~av, P r{Y<X}=I2G(x)dF(x )>O so that ~{i<~N: Y ,<~X,} /N~ 
Pr{ Y ~< X} > 0 a.s. and therefore, AN and /?S are defined eventually a.s. Assuming 
F continuous, A is the cumulative hazard function of F. AN is a natural estimator of 
A if the pairs {Xi, Yi) are only observed when Y~ ~ X~. Also in this situation, -~N is the 
MLE of F. The following theorem, paralleling the two theorems in Stute (1993), gives 
the a.s. representations for these two estimators. 
Theorem 5.1. Let F and G be continuous and let aF ~ b < bF. Let 
f i  ~---~ ('~ c , , ( t )  - c ( t )  _ _ . . .  LN(X) :=  F d(F*(t) - F*(t)) - JaF C2-~t) (IP [t). 
Then, if 
ac <~ aF 
we have both 
~.oo dF(t) 
and Jar G3(t) < oO (5.2) 
and 
AN(X) -- A(x) = LN(X) + RN, I(X) 
with 
Fn(x) -- F(x) = (1 - F(x))LN(X) + RN,2(x) 
f log log N'~ 
sup IRN. i (x ) [=U~ ~ ) a.s., i=  l, 2. 
aF~x<~b 
Proof. We first consider (5.3). Simple algebra shows 
f l  fa ~ (C(t) - cN(t))3 "F*'t" C(t) -- CN(t) d(F*(t) -- F*(t)) + ~-(-OC--~ a s~ )Rml(X) = ~ -C-~( ~ 
~ (C(t) -- CN(t)) 2 dF~(t) 
+ Ja~ C3(t) 
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We look at each term separately. Denoting just by n2,2 the Hoeffding projection 
.~(X, Y) n2.2 , it is easy to check that 
1 N 
(I) = ~-~ ,~j :  n2,zf~'J((X,, Yi), (Xj, Yj)) 
where 
f~a)((x,, y,), (x2, Y2)) = 
1 
C2(X2) It, ~< x2 ~< x, .y~ ~< ~,~ < x. 
The class of subsets of ~2 X ~2 {Ax = It, <. x2 ~ x,,r2 ~ x2 .< x: x ~ ~} is a measurable VC 
class of sets since each set is the intersection of at most four halfspaces of ~* (Dudley, 
1984). It is then easy to see from the definitions that the class of functions 
{C2T2)IA: aF<~X <.b} 
is measurable VC subgraph, hence a measurable VC class of functions according to 
our definition (by a simple modification of Lemma 25, II.5, in Pollard, 1984). This 
class admits the envelope H(xl, Yt, x2, Y2) = IAfC2(x2) which is square integrable for 
the law of (X1, Y1, X2, Y2): 
EH 2 = J~ G2(x2)(1 - F(x2)) 3' 
finite by condition (5.2). Hence, Remark 2.6 (via Remark 4.8) implies 
1 o(!oglogN) 
/ t2 ,2 fx  q (( i, Yi),(Xi, Yj)) = a.s. sup ~ ~ (1) X 
aF<~x<~b l <~i--/:j<<.N ~ N 
The sum of the diagonal terms in the V-statistic (I) is 
N 2 + It, ~ x, ~ x 
i=1 
+ FG(t)( 1 -  F(t))Ir,<,,~xdF*(t)-A(x) 
which is a biased empirical process over a VC class of functions. The law of large 
numbers in Gin6 and Zinn (1984), Theorem 8.3, implies that its sup norm is a.s. 
O(1/N). Thus, we conclude 
sup I(I)l = Of  !°g l°gN' ]  
.F<x<b \ N ) a.s. 
As for (II) we have 
~Cn(t) dF~(t)" I(II)l~< sup IC(x)-CN(X)I 3 C3(t 
ar<~x<~b F 
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By the LIL for the empirical process over VC classes of functions (e.g. Alexander and 
Talagrand, (1989)), 
sup IC(x) - CN(x)I 3 = O ~- a.s. 
aF<~x<~b 
By Corollary 1.3 in Stute (1993) (showing that supi ~< s:x, ~< bC(Xi)/CN(Xi) = O(Iog N) 
a.s.), 
f£' 1 . 1 ~ lr,~x,<~b_O(logg) a.s. C3(t~-CN(t ) dFn(t) ~< O(logN) C4(Xi) 
F i=1 
(note that the law of large numbers applies since EEIr<~x<b/C4(X)]= 
S~dF(x)/(G3(x)(1 -- F(x)) 4) is finite by (5.2) and the condition on b). Therefore, 
//(log log N) 3/2 log N'~ 
sup I(II)[ ~ tJ~ ~ j a.s. 
ar<~x<~b 
(III) can be bounded similarly: The LIL and the law of large numbers for empirical 
processes over VC classes give 
sup ,C(x) CN(x)[ 20  (l°g l°-~g N~ - -  = • a .s .  
aF<~x<~b 
and 
- -  F* 1 Ir.<x,~<b 
C3(t )d N( t )=Ni : l  ~ =O(1) a.s. 
so that 
sup I(III)[ o ( l °g~ gN)  = a .s .  
aF<~X<~b 
Hence, AN admits the representation (5.3) with remainder term bounded by (5.5). 
The proof of (5.4) rests on the previous result together with the fact that, for 
F continuous, 
1 -- F(t) = exp{-- A(t)}, (5.6) 
an observation apparently due to Jacod (1975) (see e.g. Wellner, (1985)). We begin by 
observing 
sup ] l - - f fN(x)- -e-nN(X) l~O(1) a.s. (5.7) 
aF<~x<<,b 
To prove (5.7) we see that, as in the proof of Lemma 1.6 in Stute (1993), if we define 
NCN(Xi) 
1 - fiN(X) = 1--I NCN(X,) + 1 
i <~ N: Yi <~ Xi <~ x 
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Iy. <<.X <~x 
IffN(X -- FN(X)I ~ sup ~/ / )  
ar<<.x<<.b i=l 
1 j-b dF*(x) 
=-~ .~ C2(x ) a.s. 
239 
sup IfN(x) -- FN(x)I = O(1/N) a.s. (5.8) 
ar<~x<.b 
Since the factors in the definition of 1 - fin are all non-zero and smaller than one, we 
can expand the logarithm, as in the proof of Lemma 1.7 in Stute (1993), and obtain 
2 f l  dF~(x) 
Ilog(1 - fiN(x)) + AN(x)I ~<~ , C~(x) 
which, by the previous argument, is O(1/N). Then, using that for 
a,b >1 0,1e -a - e-b[ ~< Ib - a[, it follows that 
sup [1- - f iN(x) - -e- -AN(x)[~<o( l )  a.s. (5.9, 
ar<~x<~b \1 , /  
(5.8) and (5.9) yield (5.7). 
The process LN(X) is the sum of two empirical processes over VC classes of 
functions with square integrable nvelope, so it satisfies the LIL (e.g. Alexander and 
Talagrand, (1989)) i.e. its sup over ar ~< x ~< b is a.s. of the order of ((log log N)/N) 1/2, 
so that, by the previous part of the proof, the sup of JAN(x) --A(x)] is of the same 
order. Therefore, by Taylor, 
sup le -a(~) -- e -A~(~) -- (AN(X) -- A(x))e-~(~)l 
aF<~x<~b 
~" O(aFSUp<~bIAN(X)-- A(X'I 2) 
(5.10) 
, fb 1 1 f a 
Jo, ~ - ~ ~ C2(x) + ~ ~ c(x)cN(x) 
By the law of large numbers the first summand is O(1/N) a.s. and, proceeding as in (II) 
above, we see that the second summand is 
((l°gl°gN"/el°gN o\ ~ /. 
Therefore, 
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(5.6), (5.9) and (5.10) prove the expansion (5.4) for/~N with the bound on the remainder 
given by (5.5). [] 
The main two differences with Stute's proof are the use of (i) best possible bounds 
for U-processes and also for empirical processes, and (ii) higher order decompositions 
in some of the components of RN, i. 
With some more work (that we omit) one can actually obtain the a.s. limit sets of the 
sequences of processes 
N b} ~° 
21ogTogN RN.I(X): aF ~< X ~< N=I and 
N b} °~ 
21ogTog N RN, 2 (x):aF ~< X -%< N = 1. 
(5.11) 
and 
KF = {{E[rrz,2((1 -- F(x))(f,, (') +f(2) 
--½f(3)))((X,, Y1), (X2, Y2))g(X,,  Yi)g(X2, Y2)] 
: aF ~< X ~< b}: EgZ(X, Y) <<. 1}. (5.13) 
This gives the following simple bounds for the lim sup of each sequence: 
sup N sup I RN.1I~ < sup [E(f~ l) +f~2')211/2 a.s. (5.14) lim 
N-.~ 21°gl°gN ~x~b ar<~x<~b L / 
With f~ a) as above, 
fx q (( 1 Yl)(x2,Y2))= C3(t) 
F 
and 
fx(Z)((xl, yl),(x2, Y2)) = Ir, <<-x, <~x,y~ <~x2 <~x 
C(x) 
x I x I 
_ ~ ~<<.t<.x,,tF.tt~ ~ ~<'t<~X2dF*(t), 
we have the following: 
Theorem 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, the sequences in (5.1) are a.s. 
relatively compact and their a.s. limit sets are (respectively, for the first and second 
sequences) 
KA = {{E[n2,2(f~ (') +f}2')((X,, Y1), (X2, Y2)) 
xg(Xl, Y1)Q(X2, Y2)]: aF ~< X ~< b}: Eg2(X, Y) <~ 1} (5.12) 
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and 
N 
lim sup sup I RN,2 I 
N~oo 21oglogN aF~<b 
1 (3) 2 1/2 
~< a sup b [E ( ( I -  F(x))( f~(1)+f(2) '~f~ )) ] a.s. (5.14') 
Theorem 5.1 can be applied, for instance, to density estimation when the data are 
truncated (i.e., when we observe Xi only if Yi ~ Xi). For similar results in the case of 
censored ata, see Diehl and Stute (1988). Let K be a symmetric probability kernel of 
finite total variation, supported by [ -  1, 1] and such that [IK[]~:= 
~-oo K2(x) dx < o(3. 
Define 
?N(Z) - - - -  ~ K (~Nt )  ^dFN(t) = ~ FN(z-bnu)dK(u) ,  ze[a,b],(5.15) 
where av < a < b < br (b is finite but bv could be infinite) and where {bN}ff=l is 
a bandsequence i. ., 
log bN 1 NbN 
bN"~O, NbN/~Oo, loglogN--*oo,  logb~l~oo,  (5.16) 
as in Stute (1982). 
Consider, in the notation of Theorem 5.1, the following decomposition of 
fN(Z) --f(z), where f= F' (which is assumed to exist): 
if fN(z) - f(z) = ~ f ( z  - b~u)dg(u) -f(z) 
+ ~ [(1 - F)LN](z - bNu)dK(u) + RN,2(z -- bNu)dK(u) 
:= fiN(Z) + aN(Z) + eN(Z), (5.17) 
where fl is (approximately) the bias, a the main component and e the error term of the 
difference fN (z) - f (z). 
Theorem 5.3. Let F and G be continuous distribution functions satisfying: (a) 
- ov < a6 <~ aF and S dF/G < ~,  (b) f  = F' is twice continuously differentiable and 
non-negative on (a', b') c (av, bF) with b' < oo, (c) G is ot-Hblder continuous on (a', b') 
for some 0t > ½, and (d) G and fare both uniformly continuous on (a', oo ) and f (x ) ~ 0 as 
x ~ ~.  Let K be a kernel and {bN} a bandsequence, as described above. Then, the 
following hold for any [a, b] c (a', b'): 
sup I/~N(z)l = O(b 2) 
ze[a, b] 
( log logN)  
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( NbN "]1/2 sup JaN(z)[ 
lim \2log ~bN) ] z~ta, bJ [ f  (z)/G(z)]I/2 N--~ oo 
(5.20) 
lim { NbN x] 1/2 sup (1/bN)I(PN- P)(K((z- x)/bN))I,~JG(z))[ 
N-~ \21og(1/bN)] ze[a, bl [f(z)/G(z)] 1/2 
= II g 112, a.s. 
where P is the product of the measures with cdf's F and G and PN = 1/N~iU-_l t~(Xi, Yi), 
with (Xi, Yi) i.i.d.P. 
Proof (sketch). (5.18) is typical and trivial (Taylor expansion). (5.19) follows from 
Theorem 5.1: z - bNU, with z • [a, b], is, from some N on, in (a', b') and (5.5) applies 
(we should note here that if condition (5.2) in Theorem 5.1 is replaced by the present 
condition (a), then the estimate (5.5) with the sup taken only over x • (a', b') is still 
valid). So, we need only take care of (5.20). LN can be rewritten as 
LN(x) = ~ ,~, LG(X,)(1 _ F(X,)) - F G(t)(l~'--~F(t)) 2 dF(t) , 
an empirical process over centered functions. Using this and integration by parts we 
obtain that 




fl.mz(X, Y) = \ bN ,IIr "<x/G(z)' 
(, 1) 
f2,mz(x,y)= k bN ] <~x, 
f3 .mz(x ,y)=-  K ~ f(t)dt G(x) F(x)' 
z - t , i r _<s .<x  
(l'_~F(s))2dF(s)) f(t,dt' 
G(t) -(1 2-F(t))f(t) dt. 
For later use, we set ~i.N = {J~.U.z: z e [a, b]}. 
The term (1/bN)(PN -- P) (fl.mz) will turn out to dominate all the others in the 
decomposition (5.21) of aN(Z): see Diehl and Stute (1988) for a heuristic explanation of 
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the analogous phenomenon for right censored ata, which applies here as well. This 
term can be reduced to the untruncated case by a trick of Yandell (1983): Define 
Zi=Xi  if Yi~<Xi and Z i=Xi -A  otherwise, with A1>2+(b ' -aF)  (recall 
aF > -- ~ ); then, from a fixed N on and all z e [a, b], 
K(Z-  Zi~ I 'z-  Xi\ 
~---~N /=K~- - - -~N ) IYi<~Xi 
because, since z - x + A/> 2, K((z - x + A)/bN) = 0. Since the density of Zi at 
z ~ (a, b) is G(z)f(z) + [1 - G(z + A)]f(z + A), Theorem 1.3 of Stute (1982) implies 
(PN-P) K ~ lr<x 
I NbN ~1/2 su p = 
lim \21og---~bN)] ze[a,b] [G(z)f(z) + (1 - a(z + Z))f(z + a) ]  1/2 II g I[~ a.s. 
n---~ Gt) 
Since A is arbitrarily large and f (z  + A)~ 0 uniformly in z e [a, b], it then follows 
that 
Nbs "~ l / z  ~(PN--P)(fl,N,z) 
lim 21ogl/bN/ sup = IIKII~ a.s., (5.23) . . . . .  [a,b] [f(z)/G(z)] 1/2 
which is the second identity in (5.20). 
Next we observe that the classes ~i ,N ,  i <~ 5, are VC for H = constant and for m = 1 
(any values of m). The key observation is that, K being of finite total variation, the set 
of functions {K(~ + fix): ~, f le ~} is a measurable, uniformly bounded Euclidean 
class for a constant envelope (Nolan and Pollard, 1987, Lemma 22), but we skip the 
details. We then can use Lemma 2.2 for m = 1 and Lemma 2.3 (equation (2.4)), and 
obtain: 
lim \21ogb~ 1 sup (PN-- = 0 a.s. (5.24) 
N ~ oo z~[a, b] 
for 2 ~< i ~< 5. Since f(z)/G(z) is bounded away from zero on [a, b], (5.24) together 
with (5.23), prove the theorem. [] 
Remarks 5.4. (1) The size of the error term in (5.19) is negligible as long as the 
sequence {bN} is a bandsequence, i.e.satisfies (5.16), something that is needed for the 
proof of (5.20), and this is the effect of Theorem 5.1 on the problem at hand. Note that 
if we were to use the corresponding estimate in Gijbels and Wang (1993), (1.16), which 
does not give the exact rate, a smaller ange of {bN} would be possible; on the other 
hand the LIL of Diehl and Stute (1988) for right censored ata also works for any 
bandsequences. Theorem 5.3 then asserts that, asymptotically, the only effect on the 
quality of the estimation of the density f when the data are truncated (as opposed to 
the case when all the data are available) is the factor G(z) 1/2 in Equation (5.20). 
(2). Diehl and Stute (1988) estimate the difference between the (analog of the) first 
two terms in (5.20) for right censored ata. The analog of their estimate that the proof 
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of the above theorem provides when G is Lipschitzian is 
(NbN)~/2 fN(Z) 1 bl_N ( ( z - -x )  ) sup --EJ~N(Z) G(z) (PN- P) K TN Iy<<x 
ze[a, b] 
0 f log log N ) ~ ~  + (bNlogN) 1/2 a.s. (5.25) 
(This follows from (5.19) and (5.24) for i > 1.) Our  bound is slightly larger than Diehl 
and Stute's, but is perfectly suitable for most purposes uch as e.g. proving the L IL  
and the CLT  for fN(Z) -- EfN(Z), Z fixed. 
(3). We can obtain inequality in (5.20), i.e. replace ' = ]] K []2, by '  ~< ]] K ]]2,, under 
weaker hypotheses on F and G, namely without assuming conditions (c) and (d). This 
can be done by estimating (PN -- P) (fl,N,z +f2.N,,) directly via Corol lary 1.8 in 
Alexander (1985) (instead of applying Stute's theorem to fl.N,z). We skip the details. 
This section is intended to be just an illustration of the usefulness of the results in 
the previous ections. We could equally have considered left truncated, right censored 
data as in the paper by Gijbels and Wang (1993) (which appeared after most of this 
paper had been submitted-all, except the part on density estimation). 
Note added in proof In May, 1995, Prof. H. Dehling kindly sent us the manuscript 
'The law of the iterated logarithm for degenerate U-statistics', to appear in the 
Proceedings of the Ko lmogorov Seminar, St. Petersburg, 1993, with the sketch of 
a proof  of the bounded L IL  for degenerate, real U-statistics (our Remark 2.6 for 
B = ~). Their methods, based on martingale theory, are different from ours. 
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